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Semiautomatic Mammographic Parenchymal Patterns
Classification Using Multiple Statistical Features

Abstract:

Rationale and Objectives. Our project was to investigate a complete methodology for the
semi-automatic assessment of digital mammograms according to their density, an indicator
known to be correlated to breast cancer risk. The BI-RADS four-grade density scale is usually
employed by radiologists for reporting breast density, but it allows for a certain degree of
subjective input, and an objective qualification of density has therefore often been reported
hard to assess. The goal of this study was to design an objective technique for determining
breast BI-RADS density.
Materials and Methods. The proposed semi-automatic method makes use of complementary
pattern recognition techniques to describe manually selected regions of interest (ROIs) in the
breast with 36 statistical features. Three different classifiers based on a linear discriminant
analysis or Bayesian theories were designed and tested on a database consisting of 1408 ROIs
from 88 patients, using a leave-one-ROI-out technique. Classifications in optimal feature

subspaces with lower dimensionality and reduction to a two-class problem were studied as
well.
Results. Comparison with a reference established by the classifications of three radiologists
shows excellent performance of the classifiers, even though extremely dense breasts continue
to remain more difficult to classify accurately. For the two best classifiers, the exact
agreement percentages are 76% and above, and weighted kappa values are 0.78 and 0.83.
Furthermore, classification in lower dimensional spaces and two-class problems give
excellent results.
Conclusion. The proposed semi-automatic classifiers method provides an objective and
reproducible method for characterizing breast density, especially for the two-class case. It
represents a simple and valuable tool that could be used in screening programs, training,
education, or for optimizing image processing in diagnostic tasks.
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1. Introduction

While the etiology of breast cancer remains unclear, many studies have demonstrated a
correlation between cancer risk and factors such as age, breast-feeding and pregnancy history,
family history of breast cancer, hormonal treatments, genetic factors, and breast density (1-7).
Breast density as a factor of risk was first investigated by Wolfe (8), who defined a four-grade
density scale on the basis of the patterns and textures observed on mammograms. Later, the
BI-RADS (Breast Imaging Reporting Data System) density scale was developed by the
American College of Radiology to standardize mammography reporting terminology and
assessment and recommendation categories (9;10). The BI-RADS density classification was
created to inform referring physicians about the decline in sensitivity of mammography with
increasing breast density. BI-RADS defines breast density 1 as almost entirely fatty, density 2
as scattered fibroglandular tissue, density 3 as heterogeneously dense tissue and density 4 as
extremely dense tissues. It was not intended to serve as a method of measuring breast density
percentage, although as per Wolfe's scale (11), correlations with this more objective factor do
exist (12). In clinical American and European conditions, the breast density of a given patient
is typically evaluated and reported by a radiologist using BI-RADS on the basis of the
simultaneous display of two mammograms per breast.
However, one of the difficulties for correctly assessing breast density is that the BIRADS density scale definitions are rather subjective. A certain interpretational freedom
prevents perfect inter- and even intraobserver reproducibility (13;14). On the other hand,
numerous pattern recognition and classification techniques have been developed and can be
directly applied to this task (15). Which is why different statistical approaches have been
explored in the last few years in order to develop an objective classifier of mammograms
according to Wolfe or the BI-RADS scale. These techniques have made use of various pattern
recognition parameters to statistically describe the whole breast or part of it: fractal dimension

(16-18), gray level histogram properties (19;20), moments (17;18;21), gray level variations
matrices (17;20), or maximum response filters (22). These descriptions have been combined
with several general classification algorithms: Bayesian classification (16;17), linear
discriminant analysis -LDA-(20), nearest neighbour rules (21), neural networks, and textons
(22).
The goal of this study was to develop a semi-automatic method for assessing the BIRADS density category using features extracted on mammograms. For this purpose, we
combined a large number of statistical features computed from manually selected regions of
interest (ROIs) with linear discriminant analysis and Bayesian predictors. Special care was
applied in order to assess the robustness of the three distinct classifiers we developed, and the
validation of their individual performance. In contrast to most previous studies, we worked on
multiple regions of interest (ROIs) per mammogram. Homogeneity in both size and
emplacement was retained in order to facilitate the inter-patient comparisons of the statistical
features without bias due to different breast sizes and shapes.
Each classifier was trained and tested using the leave-one-out technique to classify a
set of 1408 ROIs extracted from 88 patients, on the basis of all computed features.
Additionally, we averaged the individual ROIs results over multiple ROIs from the same
breast and/or patient. Finally, optimal subsets of features were computed and the classifiers
ran the same processes. The results were then compared to a reference classification
established upon a consensus of three radiologists through weighted Kappa statistics.
The developed semi-automatic classifiers may have valuable applications in screening
exam procedures, to help radiologists objectively determine breast density in a reproducible
way. Patients with higher density breast tissue may thus receive special attention and specific
image display optimization, since pathologies tend to be hidden by dense backgrounds. The
field of potential usefulness of such classifiers extends to training and education as well.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Mammograms database
The image database consisted of a set of 352 digital mammograms collected at the Clinique
des Grangettes, Geneva, Switzerland, from patients who underwent screening exams. For
each of the 88 patients, one cranio-caudal (CC) and one medio-lateral oblique (MLO) view
mammogram per breast was considered. All mammograms were obtained using automatic
exposure control (27-32 kV voltage) on a GE Senograph 2000D full-field digital detector (2325). This means that not only the tube loading, but also the anode/filter combination and tube
potential were selected automatically in a process involving a pre-exposure, depending on the
thickness and density of the compressed breast, in order to control the dose delivered in the
central breast region (26). Mammograms were outputted as 12 bits processed images, with 0.1
by 0.1 mm pixel size. All mammograms showing any sign of abnormal mammographic
features such as masses, architectural distortion or clusters of microcalcification were
excluded from this study.
2.2. Selection of regions of interest
The first step consisted of the manual choice of four ROIs per mammogram. The ROIs were
256 by 256 pixel square regions chosen in the central breast region, about half way between
the nipple and the chest wall. One example case is shown on figure 1. The location choices
were made under the control of the radiologists involved in the study and allowed us to obtain
four non-overlapping ROIs per mammogram, while covering most of the breast density. This
location also ensured that we performed our analysis using only breast tissue, without bias
introduced by the pectoral muscle or imaging artefacts.

2.3. Statistical description
All ROIs were then characterized by the statistical quantities defined below. Unlike a global
analysis of the whole breast projection, the square and uniform shape of all ROIs greatly
simplifies the computation and inter-patient comparison of these features.
In order to capture as much information as possible, we extracted 18 different and
complementary statistical quantities from each ROI. Due to the diversity of definitions found
in the literature for a given quantity, all expressions used in this work are presented explicitly
in the Appendix. They involve quantities derived from the gray level histogram like the
standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis, but also balance (15;27). Gray level co-occurrence
matrices (GLCM) provided quantities like energy, entropy, cmax, contrast, and homogeneity
(28-30). From the primitives matrix (PM), we derived the short primitive emphasis (spe), the
long primitive emphasis (lpe) as well as gray level uniformity (glu) and primitive length
uniformity (plu) (28). The fractal dimension was calculated by a box-counting method
(16;17;31). Finally, the neighbourhood gray-tone difference matrix (NGTDM) provided the
coarseness, contrast, complexity and strength (32).
Features derived from the gray level histogram characterize the distribution of gray
levels in a comprehensive way, in particular its shape and its symmetry. Balance is closely
related to skewness and describes the asymmetry of the gray level histogram.
Gray level co-occurrence matrices are a powerful tool for obtaining information about
the spatial relationships of gray levels in structural patterns. The ROIs were linearly re-scaled
from 12 to 4 bits (16 gray levels), reducing the computing time by a factor of 65,536 and
ensuring that the GLCM elements were essentially non-zero. Following, for each ROI, 20 cooccurrence matrices were computed, using directions of 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° and distances
of 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 pixels. These directions correspond to the four natural directions for a
square image, and the corresponding distances describe structures from the mm to the cm

range, which are typical for the breast texture. Finally, five scalar features (energy, entropy,
maximum, contrast and homogeneity) were averaged on these 20 matrices.
Primitives matrices or acquisition length parameters characterize the shape and the
size of the textural patterns in an image. GLCM features are four scalars extracted from a
matrix B, where each element B(a,r) is the number of primitives of length r and gray level a,
a primitive being a contiguous set of pixels with the same value. In our case, B was computed
from the re-scaled ROI as a 16 by 256 matrix.
Fractal dimension was calculated using the method described in detail by Caldwell
(16) and Byng (17). The pixel value was seen as z-coordinate (x and y being its position in the
ROI) and ruler sizes ε of 1 to 10 pixels were used to plot the log of the exposed surface A(ε)
versus log(ε). From this plot, the fractal dimension was computed using Eq. (26) given in the
Appendix. This feature indicates the degree of complexity in the textural patterns, a low
fractal dimension denoting a rather simple and homogeneous structure.
Finally, we used the textural features described by Amadasun and King (32) to get
four additional statistical parameters from the NGTDM. These features provide a
mathematical description of the texture and are supposed to characterize texture properties
like coarseness or complexity in the same way as human observers would do. ROIs were rescaled to 8 bits for the same reasons as for the GLCM and primitives matrices.
The statistical characterization was also performed at another scale on the same ROIs.
For this, all ROIs were averaged on square blocks of 8 by 8 pixels (thus leading to 32 by 32
pixels images). All the 18 above-mentioned quantities were then computed again on these
images and this provided a description of the texture at another scale, one order of magnitude
higher than the first one. This step was inspired by the fact that the structures visible on
mammograms are typically in the sub-mm to cm range. The total number of statistical
features was thus 36, corresponding by definition to the dimension N of the classification

process. Table 1 summarizes the whole set of 18 statistical features that were computed for
each of the two scales, making a total of 36 features.
2.4. Definition of gold standard from radiologists’ ratings
In order to get a reliable gold standard, we asked three experienced radiologists (each of them
having more than 10 years experience in radiology) to separately classify the 88 left / right
pairs of CC views and the 88 pairs of MLO views mammograms, presented in random order
on a laptop screen. The screen resolution was 3.6 pixels per millimetre, and brightness and
contrast were adjusted before the reading session. The radiologists performed the
classification individually, following the BI-RADS density scale definitions. Gold standard
class was then defined for each of the 176 pairs of mammograms from the three radiologists’
classifications (see Section 4).
2.5. Classification algorithms
The general purpose of pattern recognition is to determine to which category or class a given
sample belongs (33). In this study, the samples are not directly the regions of interest: each
ROI is characterized by an N-dimensional vector containing its computed statistical features
(N = 36), and this observation vector serves as the input to a decision rule by which one of the
given classes is attributed to the corresponding ROI. For the evaluation of the performance of
the decision rule, the obtained classification is usually compared to a gold standard (also
known as ground truth), which is assumed to represent the perfect classification of the
samples.
All supervised classification algorithms require a set of training samples in order to
establish the decision rule and a testing set to apply it. We used the leave-one-out method to
avoid any bias introduced by testing on training samples. In this method, the tested ROI is
always excluded from the learning process, while all other remaining ROIs are used to form

the training set. Since the ROIs were strictly non-overlapping, the 15 other ROIs selected
from the same patient as the tested ROI were not excluded from the training set. This
limitation allowed us to keep the number of training samples larger than N in all cases, which
was a necessary condition for the computation of the features vectors covariance matrices.
We used three types of classification algorithms, namely a Bayesian classifier based
on the measure of Mahalanobis distance, a Naïve Bayesian classifier and Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA). For all methods, the samples were the N-dimensional vectors characterizing
the ROIs and the four density classes were used for both training and classification phases.
Concretely, each ROI (represented by its projection onto the 36-dimensional features space)
was successively considered as the test ROI. The decision rules for each classifier were
computed from the training set consisting of the remaining 1407 ROIs, and a density class CR
attributed to the test ROI. The procedure was repeated until a class had been given to each
ROI.
2.5.1 Classical Bayesian classifier based on Mahalanobis distance

For the Bayesian classifier, 50 ROIs per density class were chosen randomly from the actual
training set and thus formed four subsets {Sk}1≤k≤4, each one containing 50 samples according
to the gold standard (34). Assuming that the distribution of samples in each class could be
approximated by an N-dimensional normal distribution, the probability of observing a given
sample v in the class k is given by:
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distance and is a normalized measure of the distance between the sample vector v and the
class center µk. Kk and µk were estimated from the sets {Sk}1≤k≤4 of 50 samples randomly
chosen in the training set, to reduce computational cost and avoid unwanted rounding effect.
Under these assumptions, a Bayesian classifier could be defined. For a given sample v,
the output of the classifier was a four-dimensional vector containing the four a posteriori
probabilities p(k|v)1≤k≤4 for v to belong to class k as:
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The attributed class was derived from the a posteriori probability vector components
p(k|v) as:
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cR being rounded to the nearest integer value to obtain the class attributed to the tested
sample vector v.
In eq. (4), the a priori probability set {pa(k)}1≤k≤4 was estimated as:

1
,
4
which represents the most conservative a priori assumption.
pa (k ) =

(6)

2.5.2 Naïve Bayesian classifier

For the second classifier, we implemented Naïve Bayesian classification, which has been
proven very powerful (35), even when the assumption of feature independence given the
class, which is a sufficient condition for this method to be optimal, is violated (36). The
proposed normalization forced the features to be independent and also greatly simplified the
computation of p(k|v), since eq. (1)could be rewritten as:
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where v has been normalized in the same way as training samples of class k to obtain
the normalized vector vn,k. The four a posteriori probabilities p(k|v) were then computed with
eq. (4), and the attributed class with eq. (5).
We thus modified the Bayesian classifier procedure so that all feature distributions
were within-class normalized. In order to force a distribution to be normal, its cumulative
histogram was compared to the integral of the Gaussian density function: the normalized
value pj,kn of a given parameter pj,k is the solution of the equation:
p j ,k

1 n −t2 / 2
p j ,k
dt = j , k ,
e
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where p max is the highest value in the original distribution of feature j in class k.

(8)

2.5.3 Linear Discriminant Analysis

Linear Discriminant Analysis implemented in Matlab Statistics Toolbox (37) is essentially
similar to the first described algorithm, except that in Eq. (3) only one pooled covariance
matrix Ko is computed instead of the four Kk (homoscedasticity hypothesis), forcing the
borders in the features space to be hyperplanes instead of quadrics. A multivariate normal
density is then fitted to each class:
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Following, the decision rule used to attribute a class to a sample is in this case a simple
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N

linear combination of the features (38). The LDA classifier returns the class CR corresponding
to its position in the features space for each tested tample. This means that the a posteriori
vector had only one non-zero component. As opposed to the classical Bayesian classifier
described in Section 2.5.1, this variant made use of all ROIs present in the training set,
without having to define one subset Sk per class.
2.5.4 Averaging the individual ROIs classifications

These three classifiers were used to individually classify all 1408 ROIs. However, since the
BI-RADS density scale is based on an overall appreciation of the breast and since an overall

dense breast may contain one or several ROIs that are essentially fatty, individual ROI
classification may lead to results that differ from the radiologist' evaluations. Therefore, we
also introduced two kinds of averaging to avoid decisions that were too localized. First, a
posteriori probability vectors [p(k|v)1≤k≤4] were averaged for each mammogram over the four
corresponding ROIs and eq. (5) was used again to attribute a general class to each
mammogram, instead of one per ROI. Secondly, we studied the effect of averaging on the 8
ROIs (four per mammogram) that had been defined for each left / right pair of CC or MLO
views. This corresponds to the situation nearest to that of the three involved radiologists, who
established the gold standard based on the display of a left / right pair of mammograms.
2.5.5 Reduction of the features space size and number of classes

In order to reduce the original dimensionality of the features vector (N=36) to a given N'<N
and to determine for that given N' which parameters would lead to the best classification
performance, we used standard features extraction techniques based on the maximization of
the between-class scatter to the within-class scatter (Fisher Linear Discriminant) (39-41).
Concretely, the Fisher Linear Discriminant gives a measure of the separability of the four
density classes when only N' features amongst the original N ones are considered for the
classification. This process was conducted for N'=2 and 5, and the separability measure was
computed for every combination of N' parameters (brute force testing). Once the best
combination had been identified, all previously described algorithms were applied to the
feature vectors orthogonally projected on the obtained subspaces, meaning that the classifiers
only used the N' best features for defining their classification rules.
We also examined the case of grouping BI-RADS 1 and 2 in the same density class,
and BI-RADS 3 and 4 in another. We compared the performance obtained with this grouping
being done before the training process, or after the classification (thus respectively 2-class
training – 2-class classification and 4-class training – 2-class classification).

2.5.6 Evaluation of the performance

We used Kappa statistics with quadratic weights to evaluate the performance of the
classification algorithms (42-46). This parameter represents the degree of chance-corrected
agreement between two classifications (classification algorithm versus gold standard or
radiologist versus radiologist) as:

po − pe
,
(10)
1 − pe
where po is the observed agreement proportion and pe the agreement expected by

κ=

chance alone. Both are calculated from the confusion matrix and the quadratic weights matrix,
and the values of κ stand between -1 and 1 (the minimum value actually depends on pe but is
always between -1 and 0). Benchmarks by Landis and Koch (47) (adjusted by Fleiss et al (42)
for taking the weighting process into account) are commonly used: Kappa values below 0.4
reflect poor agreement, between 0.4 and 0.6 moderate agreement, while it is substantial
between 0.6 and 0.75 and excellent above 0.75. Weighted Kappa is particularly well adapted
to multi-class tasks and when the classes are rather subjectively defined, which is the case for
the BI-RADS density scale. The weighting process indeed differentiates between serious
(more than one BI-RADS class difference) and slight disagreement (immediate neighbour
class choice), and has been chosen as an evaluation parameter in numerous previous works on
mammogram classification (16;17;20) Although much more sensitive to differences in class
prevalence, the exact agreement proportion was also computed to be able to compare the
performance with results from other studies (16;21;22)
3.Results

The reference classifications by the three radiologists involved in this study are summarized
in table 2 and figure 2. The exact agreement among the three classifications was 55%, while
for the remaining 45% two of the radiologists chose a given BI-RADS density class and the
last one chose an immediate neighbouring class. When compared with each other, the three

radiologists involved in our study obtained 67% to 79% exact agreement. The values of
Kappa and exact agreement percentage, for each radiologist versus gold standard, are
summarized in table 2. Figure 2 presents the number of cases per radiologists’ consensus
level. The latter is defined as the number of radiologists having chosen the same BI-RADS
category.
Typical time periods to train and test the classifiers were 90 minutes for Naïve
Bayesian, 5 minutes for the Mahalanobis-Bayesian and 1 minute for LDA classifier, on a
Pentium 4 (3GHz processor, 512 MB RAM). In the 36-dimensional feature space, Naïve
Bayesian classification led to a Kappa value of 0.68±0.07 and a percentage agreement with
respect to the gold standard of 60%. This classifier was outperformed by the two others, since
we obtained Kappa values of 0.78±0.07 for Mahalanobis-Bayesian and 0.83±0.08 for LDA.
As one can expect from the overlap of standard errors, paired t-tests showed that none of these
differences were significant at the 5% confidence level. The exact agreement proportions
between these classifiers and the gold standard were respectively 76% and 83%. The
confusion matrices given in table 3 for the two best classifiers show that all but one
mammogram pair were classified in the correct class or in one of its immediate neighbours.
Moreover, this result was also valid when comparing breast density assessment of individual
breasts before averaging the left / right pairs. The effect of the averaging process (individual
ROI classification, averaging over the four ROIs defined for each mammogram, and
averaging over the 8 ROIs defined on a left / right pair of mammograms) is presented in table
4.
The dimensionality reduction to N’=2 and 5 has as expected an effect on classification
performance. As shown on figure 3, Kappa decreases when the number of features is reduced,
although both methods obtain already good results with 5 parameters only. The two optimal
features for differentiating the four classes were homogeneity and coarseness, and the

corresponding partition of the bi-dimensional subspace is given in figure 4. For N’=5, the
optimal parameters were standard deviation, skewness, primitive length uniformity, fractal
dimension, and coarseness, the latter parameter being computed from the block-averaged and
the first four from the original ROI.
The reduction to a 2-class problem led to the same results when the grouping of BIRADS density classes was done before or after training. Naïve Bayesian classifier obtained
kappa values and percentage agreement of 0.68±0.08 and 86%. Even if the difference is not
significant at the 5% confidence level, it was once again outperformed by Mahalanobis
Bayesian and LDA classifiers, for which the exact agreement were respectively 88% and 90%
and weighted kappa were 0.74±0.08 and 0.78±0.08. Thus the performances of the last two
classifiers for that particular two-class problem are excellent and nearly equivalent.
Finally, we observed no difference between the results obtained for CC and MLO
views: performance of the automatic classifiers remained unchanged when the training phase
was performed on one type of view and the classification on the other, or when training and
classification processes were restricted to one view.
4. Discussion

Since BI-RADS scale definitions allow for a certain freedom regarding interpretation, it was
essential to carefully define the gold standard. The number of radiologists devoted to that task
was between one and four among other published studies (16;17;20;21). The choice of three
radiologists for this study was adequate, in the sense that there was no case where the three
radiologists chose three different classes, or where one would have chosen a non-immediate
neighbouring class respectively to the others. Thus the odd number of radiologists permitted
in all cases to unequivocally define the gold standard classification, as the class selected by at
least two radiologists. The different case repartitions among the four BI-RADS classes are
shown on figure 2. The first radiologist tended to use the lowest categories more often than

the other two. The second observer classified the same proportion of mammograms between
BI-RADS 1 and 2 categories, while reporting more than 60% in BI-RADS 3 category. The
third observer barely used the extreme categories and concentrated most answers in BI-RADS
3 category as well.
The choice of presenting CC and MLO views separately to the radiologists allowed us
to show that intra-observer reproducibility was excellent, even for different X-ray projections.
The proportions of cases with one class difference between CC and MLO classifications were
respectively 14%, 15%, and 9% for radiologist #1, #2 and #3. No difference greater than one
BI-RADS density class was observed. Thus the corresponding confusion matrices (observer i
CC classification vs. observer i MLO classification) led to very high weighted kappa values
(0.90, 0.87, 0.87), showing that radiologists’ classifications were nearly independent from the
presented view. However, it was observed that the first observer attributed one class higher to
MLO compared to CC for 10 out of its 12 differences, while the second had the opposite trend
(one class higher for CC view for 9 out of the 13 differences), and the third observer had
roughly equally distributed differences (5 cases out of 8 with one class higher for CC).
The analysis of each within-class features distributions was in total agreement with the
intuitive meaning of the statistical parameters and the two-scale analysis on normal and blockaveraged ROIs provided very coherent results: the same trends were observed at mm and cm
scales. Texture elements in low density breasts are small, fine and well contrasted, with a high
fractal dimension, while patterns in high density breasts are much coarser, due to the diffusive
nature of glandular tissues.
The Naïve Bayesian classifier obtained substantial agreement, but as some of the 36
features were strongly correlated, its performance was degraded as expected (35). The results
of LDA and Bayesian classification based on the measure of Mahalanobis distance, in the 36dimensional feature space, were remarkable, with cross-validated Kappa values of 0.78 and

0.83 respectively, and exact recognition proportions of 76% and 83%. LDA's slightly better
performance is probably due to the fact that the whole 1407 ROIs training set was used for
establishing the classification rules, whereas the same number of samples per density class,
50,

was used for the Bayesian classifier, in order to avoid over-training in the most

represented classes. The confusion matrices given in table 3 show an excellent differentiation
of the four classes. However, half of the BI-RADS 4 cases were misclassified in density
category 3 or 2. This may indicate that the sample size was too small for this category, or that
the gold standard assessment for this category was not accurate enough.
Compared to previous studies using a four-grade scale (Wolfe scale (Caldwell et al
(16), Tahoces et al (20)), dense breast tissue proportion (Karrsemeijer (21)), BI-RADS
(Petroudi et al (22)), an improvement of Kappa and recognition rate was obtained: Caldwell
cites indeed Kappa values between 0.58 and 0.61, Tahoces between 0.63 and 0.71,
Karssemeijer a global value of 0.73 and Petroudi a recognition rate of 76%. This
improvement can probably be explained by the homogeneity of the ROIs in size and
localization in the breast, the absence of any background- or pectoral muscle removal
algorithm, the use of digital mammograms instead of digitized films, the wide range of
complementary texture analysis techniques, and the averaging processes to take into account
most of the dense breast region. Comparisons with these studies should proceed carefully,
however, since little information is mentioned about pre-processing of the mammograms or
case-distributions. In addition, the comparison between the other scales with BI-RADS
classification results is not a trivial point.
The reduction to a 2-grade scale (BI-RADS 1-2 vs BI-RADS 3-4, 88% recognition
rate and higher) led to an excellent performance as well, comparable to the results given by
Bovis and Singh (18).

When the algorithm had to make its decision based on two or five statistical
parameters only, we found a substantial (weighted kappa > 0.7) to excellent agreement with
respect to the gold standard. The Naïve Bayesian classifier proved that its performance is
excellent for low-dimensional feature spaces, where the independence assumption can still be
considered as valid. The performance of Mahalanobis Bayesian and LDA classifiers increased
with the dimension of the optimal features subspace, with slightly better results for LDA for 5
features and above. It is interesting to note how the most optimal parameters were chosen in
order to be complementary. For instance, with 5 parameters, two features related to gray level
histogram (standard deviation and skewness), one from PM (plu), one from NGTDM
(coarseness), and the fractal dimension were selected. This complementary nature between all
texture analysis methods is one of the key points for obtaining a good classification even in a
low-dimensional features space.
The improvement gained when averaging the results over four ROIs defined in the
same breast and over the left / right breasts pair is clear for all classifiers. It shows that this
process is the best way to take into account a significant part of both breasts, and thus avoid
making a too local decision. Local classification, as shown in table 4 for individual ROIs
results, is not efficient for both Bayesian classifiers, although already substantially good for
LDA.
Finally, according to Karssemeijer (21), the upper limit of the performance of an
automatic classifier in terms of comparison with human observers, remains an open question.
It would be interesting to compare the gold standard defined in this study with other
independent radiologists’ classifications to have an idea of an empirical value of maximum
Kappa and the exact agreement one could expect, the latter being evaluated by Karssemeijer
(21) to be 80%. The exact agreement between the three radiologists involved in our study
when compared with each other (67% to 79%) lies effectively in this range.

5. Conclusion

An excellent assessment of breast density according to BI-RADS was obtained with the semiautomated method presented in this study. A complete method was used combining
complementary methods (moments, GLCM, PM, fractal dimension and NGTDM) to describe
ROIs manually chosen on digital mammograms, with widely used classification methods
(LDA, Bayesian classification) and different averaging processes in order to take into account
as much comprehensive information as possible. The results showed that the agreement
between the radiologists and the automatic classifiers was notably higher than most previous
published values, although extremely dense breasts (BI-RADS category 4) seemed somehow
more difficult to classify accurately. Using N=36 parameters led to high performance for the
assessment of designing an automatic breast density classifier. The usefulness of mixing
complementary methods was demonstrated by reducing the dimensionality of the feature
space to 5 optimal parameters. The classifiers obtained excellent performances as well when
tested in the two-class problem reduction. In a future phase, the validation procedure,
currently limited to leave-one-ROI-out and justified by the fact that the ROIs do not overlap,
could be extended to leave-one-patient-out on a larger patient database. The excellent results
obtained with the most represented classes (BI-RADS categories 2 and 3) and with crossedviews training and testing, suggest that the bias introduced by the leave-one-ROI-out method,
if any, should not influence the overall performance of the classifiers, since in these cases
training and testing on ROIs that had been taken from the same mammogram was less likely
to happen.
The other key feature of the method resides in its simplicity. Apart from the fast
computation of the 36 parameters, no additional algorithm is needed to remove the
background, the pectoral muscle and any potential imaging artefact, since a total control over
the location of the ROIs is kept by manually selecting them. A fully automated classifier with

a built-in location selection algorithm has not been investigated in this paper, but existing
breast segmentation methods (12;48) could certainly be combined with the proposed
classifiers to improve reproducibility and accuracy of the locations choices. The
automatisation of ROI selection would help build a larger, more objective database, which is
currently the main limitation of this study.
The proposed method represents a valuable tool for use in screening programs and
could be inserted in a CAD device, in order to help radiologists in their density evaluation and
diagnosis tasks. Intra- or inter-observer variability in density assessment could indeed be
avoided through the help of an automatic or semi-automatic classifier, and optimized data
processing could be applied in order to display an optimal image to the radiologists for their
diagnosis. An objective tool for determining breast density may find other potential
applications in follow-up management for patients, with screening frequencies depending on
breast density. Finally, training and education may benefit from such classifiers, in order to
lower the variability of intra- and inter-observer classifications inherent to the BI-RADS
density class definitions.
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Appendix: Definition of the statistical parameters

A. Parameters computed from the gray level histogram
The first four moments and balance parameter are computed from the individual pixel values
xi as follows:
mean ≡ x =

1
N

xi

(11)

i

1/ 2

1
standard dev. ≡ σ =
( xi − x ) 2
N −1 i
1
skewness =
( xi − x )3
3
Nσ i
1
kurtosis =
( xi − x )4 − 3
4
Nσ i
x −x
balance = 70
,
x − x30
where the summations are performed over the N pixels of the ROI, and xp is the

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

gray

level yielding to p-th percentile of the gray level distribution (15)
B. Gray level co-occurrence matrices(GLCM)
The GLCM are computed as follows: first, the ROI is linearly re-scaled to 16 gray levels only.
Then for a given direction d and a given distance r, each element [i,j] of the co-occurrence
matrix (C)i, jd,r is given by the number of times that a couple of pixels separated by a distance
r along a direction d have the values i and j respectively. Each co-occurrence matrix is then
normalized by the sum of its elements. The directions chosen for the GLCM are [1,0], [1,1],
[0,1] and [-1,1], corresponding to angles of 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° respectively. The distances
are 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 pixels for each direction, which yields to a set of 20 GLCM. Scalar
parameters are then extracted from each matrix as follows:
energy(C) =
i, j

entropy(C) = −
i, j

Ci2, j

Ci , j log Ci , j

(16)
(17)

cmax (C) = max Ci , j

(18)

i, j

contrast(C) =
i, j

| i − j | 2 Ci , j

(19)

Ci , j

homogeneity(C) =
i, j

(20)

1+ | i − j |

C. Primitives matrix (PM)
Each element [a,r] of the primitives matrix Ba,r is the number of primitives of gray-level a and
length r, a primitive being a contiguous set of pixels having the same value. As for GLCM,
each ROI is re-scaled to 4 bits before its primitives matrix is computed. Note that its
dimensions are (24-1, rmax), since 0

24-1 and 1

a

r

rmax, where rmax is the dimension of

the ROI, corresponding to the maximal primitive length one could find in such an image.
From this primitives matrix, four parameters are then extracted for each ROI: short primitive
emphasis (spe), long primitive emphasis (lpe), gray level uniformity (glu) and primitive
length uniformity (plu), defined by:
spe =

lpe =

a

1
Btot

1
glu =
Btot
plu =

B a ,r

1
Btot

1
Btot

a

r

(21)

r2

B a ,r r 2

r

(22)
2

a

r

B a ,r

(23)
2

r

a

B a ,r

,

where Btot is the sum of the elements of the primitives matrix B: Btot =

(24)
a

r

B a ,r .

Note that B could be defined for several directions, but we limited our investigations
to one (34), corresponding to a scan of the image along direction [1,0].
D. Fractal dimension
The fractal dimension of a 2-dimensional (2-D) image can be computed by a box-counting
method as an extension to the 1-dimensional (1-D) case. Mandelbrot (49) first described the

1-D problem of measuring a coastline on a map, with a ruler of a particular length ε. The
smaller the ruler, the larger the measured distance, since more and more details can be taken
into account for the analysis. Mandelbrot gave the empirical relationship between the ruler
size ε, and the measured length L, as:
L(ε ) = λε 1− D

(25)

In Eq. (25), λ is a scaling constant, and D is called the fractal dimension of the curve.
The generalization to a 2-D image can be done as follows (16;17;31). First, the image
to be analyzed is converted to a pseudo-3D surface, with the first two coordinates representing
the spatial position of each pixel, the third one being the gray level. The total area A of the 3D surface is then computed. For various values of the ruler size ε, the pixel values are then
averaged over blocks of size ε by ε, and the area A(ε) is computed. For the 2-D case, Eq. (25)
becomes:
A(ε ) = λε 2− D
(26)
According to this equation, D can be estimated from a plot of log{A(ε)} versus log{ε}.
E. Neighbourhood gray-tone difference matrix (NGTDM)
NGTDM is a column matrix first defined by Amadasun and King (32) as follows: let xk,l be
the gray level value of the pixel located at (k,l) on a two-dimensional image. The average
neighbouring value is given by:
d
d
1
xk + m ,l + n , (m, n) ≠ (0, 0) ,
(27)
W − 1 m =− d n =− d
where d = 3 is the neighbouring size and W = (2d+1)2. Denoting {Xi}the set of all

Axk ,l =

pixels with value i in the ROI, the i-th entry of the NGTDM is given by:
s (i ) =
x∈X i

i − Ax

Scalar parameters extracted from the NGTDM are:

(28)

coarseness = ε +

imax
i =0

contrast' =

imax
1
N g ( N g − 1) i =0

complexity =

jmax
j =0

−1

pi s (i )

pi p j (i − j ) 2 ⋅

imax jmax

| i − j | [ pi s (i ) + p j s ( j )]

i =0 j =0

n 2 ( pi + p j )

imax jmax

strength =

i = 0 j =0

(29)

1
n2

imax

s (i )

(30)

, pi>0, pj>0

(31)

i=0

( pi + p j )(i − j ) 2

ε+

imax

, pi>0, pj>0,

(32)

s (i )

i =0

where pi =| X i | /

imax
i=0

| X i | is the probability of occurrence of gray level i in the ROI,

imax the highest gray level and Ng the number of different gray levels effectively present in the
ROI and ε a small number (10-12 in our case) to prevent coarseness and strength becoming
infinite. The feature representing the contrast given by Eq. (30) is called here contrast'
, to
make a distinction with the contrast derived from the primitives matrices (see Eq. (19)).
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